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"Part of what Justifics A in beheving that
there's a dog in the room, for example,

is its loolang to hm as tf there is"

(Haack 1997b, p 31)

Abstract

I show that Susan Haack's foundherenust theory of ystzficatzon ac
counts for the role of expenence in the creation of ystificatzon (a
role which lias seemed mystenous ume expenence is not a propo-
szuon and therefore cannot, seemIngly, support any propos/non)
Experzence causes one to be jusufied In belleving by causzng certatn
belzefs — the truth of which is necessary to one's being ystzfied —
to be true Thls is revealed when we nouce that, as foundherenusm
holds, no behef is basic in the foundatzonalist sense, whzle all belzefs
derive their ysufication from expenence, contrary to coherennsm

Susan Haack's foundherentism (Haack 1993) seems to me to
be true It combines the virtues of coherentism and founda-
tionalism, while leaving out their vices It holds that our be-
hefs get their justification by bemg based on expenence, rather
than supposmg that they derive their jusnfication only from
each other At the same time it maintams that e\,ery justified
behef requires as evtdence behefs which are themselves justi-
fied, and no behef has groundmg only In expenence Thus,
foundherennsm is right to uphold expenennalism, the posi-
non that an empincal behers justification derives partly from
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its being caused by experience For coherentism is wrong to
overlook that fact and to suppose that a set of mutually sup-
portmg behefs pelds justification even if it is unconnected to
expenence 1 And foundherentism is right to pornt out that
even perceptual behefs require support from other behefs (or,
as we will see, from propositions true of the agent's expenennal
states) In order to be justified Foundationalism was wrong to
fear coherennsm lurking in that view

But there is the rub Although all of that must be true, the
book left me without a picture of precisely how expenence pro-
vides justification for a behef that q, rather than merely causmg
it, and how it does this In concert with other behefs that help to
support q Here I expiam how this works I hope I do not etther
misrepresent foundherennsm or merely repeat what Haack has
already said 2 I take rnyself to be filling in a few of the cross-
word puzzle entnes which I thmk she left blank Here are those
details

Take a simple example of an empincal behef that q "there
is a dog there" A knows there is a dog there because A sees it
But A's seemg it is not a proposition but an event Yet, it cer-
tainly is important to A's being justified In beheving that there
is a dog there Now consider that perhaps expenence provides
justification by having a role lin the followmg argument

Pi If A is having a perceptual expenence, then A may 3 be-
heve that A percetves that q if it seems (i e, looks or
sounds, etc ) to A that q and if there is no overnding
evidence

P2 If A doesn't have evidence r 1 , r2 , r3 , then there is no
overnding evidence

P3 A doesn't have evidence ri , r2 , r3
P4 A is having a perceptual expenence

C1 A may believe that A perceives that q if it seems to A
that q
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Here pieces of evidence r are such as these

r 1 It is not the case that A is lookmg with enough care
r2 It is not the case that A can teul that the lighting is good
r3 It is not the case that A does not feel fevensh
r4 It is not the case that In the past what A seemed to per-

cewe when having similar expenences turned out, upon
further mquiry, to be the case

There are many more r's than I've hsted (r23 It is not the case
that A remembers whether she is weanng her contact lenses)
The existence of any evidence r tends to show that it is not the
case that, gwen the evidence A has, what A seems to percewe
is likely to be the case Hence, r's are the possibilines one must
be able to rule out In order to be justified in beheving that one is
perceiving what one seems to percewe If they can be ruled out,
then one is jusnfied in beheving that P3, t e, that there is no
overnding evidence to beheve that one is judgmg unjustifiedly
what one's expenence shows

The justification for P 1 and P2 is that they are tautologies
It is clear that P2 is a tautology As for P 1 , one might object
that, even if there is no reason to doubt that expenence shows
one something, there may be no reason to believe that it shows
one somethmg After ali, there could be a Cartesian evil ge-
me However, this objection overlooks that expenence just
is a showing (Our expenences aren't brown patches, but ex-
penences in which objects that look like brown patches show
themselves ) The only epistemic question is about what expe
nence shows, and that is a question about where the lime be-
tween epistemic contmence and epistemic incontmence hes for
each particular case of a behef The possibihty of an evil geme
is a piece of evidence r and pertams not to P I but to P3 Maybe
expenence doesn't show much, and we are ali enormously in-
continent But that is the quesnon of whether P3 is true, not
whether P 1 is true (Anyway, once we get the skepnc m the
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trenches in this way, he will lose There is an abundant lack
of evidence for the existence of an evil geme, and the brown
patch is furry, dog-shaped and wet-tongued But that is another
topic )

So, one can be jusnfied in believing P 1 , P2, and (sometimes)
P3 They, together with Pg, gwe us C 1 that "I rnay beheve I'm
percewing that q if it seems to me that q" C l , aIong with the
behef that "It seems to me that q" (call this P5 ), pelds C2 "I
may beheve that I'm percewing that q"

Figure 1 shows the Imes of mference m this argument The
dashed tines are tines of causation between expenence and Pg

& Ps

P 1 	 P2	 P3	 P4

expenence

It seems that on normal occasions, such as upon lookmg
at a dog in one's well-ht and familiar house, one has the basis
for C2, the belief that one is justified in beheving that q 4 On
such occasions, one has evidence which justtfies one in believ-
ing that P1, P2, and P3 But unless one has evidence for Pg,

the proof of C2 won't go through One piece of evidence (not
gwen in the figure) for Pg is P6 "I am conscious" P6 supports
Pg m a Cartesian way There is a logical necessity regarding the
nature of mmds In order to have an expenence, one must be
consaous, and to be conscious one must have an expenence
As Descartes would have said, as long as I think I have expen-
ence, I do have expenence As for the justification for Pó, it
clear and Cartesian, as well If you can take up the issue, you're
conscious
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There is justification for P5 available to A A can know that
it seems to her that somethmg, smce A knows that she is having
an expenence (So, we might draw an arrow of support from P4

to P5) A can be jusnfied in beheving that ir seems to her that
q, smce there are components of her expenence that she can
discern and that, along with the absence of any components
which would not be there were it not to seem to her that q, are
jointly suffietent to count as a seemmg that q 5 A also finds sup-
port for her behef that P5 m the fact that she understands the
concept of q well There may be other reasons In any event,
tf A couldn't have these reasons for P5, A couldn't be justified
m behevmg that P5 'The point is that the propositions which
justify C2 ali have and require support from other proposmons
The picture of thmgs in Figure 1 is thus not foundanonahst

Also, P5 must be true, in order for it to play its justificatory
role in suppornng C2 In concert with C 1 For if Ps is false, A
would not be justified in beheving that P5, and -dm would un-
dermme A's evidence for C2 by makmg it based on a groundless
proposition Now, the reason that if P5 is false, A cannot be jus-
tified m beheving it, is that the evidence for P5 and the facts
that make P5 true are necessanly identical A is justified in be-
heving that it seems to her that there is a dog there tf and only
if there are parts of A's expenence which jointly constitute the
fact that it seems to her that there is a dog there

Descartes would perhaps not have liked that I don't assume
that one always beheves that P5 whenever Ps A might not be-
heve that it seems to have started to snow outside even though
it does seem that way to her Her attention is elsewhere, so she
doesn't beheve that P5, a bit of her expenential C-evidence 6
Her expenence nevertheless makes her justified m beheving
that it has started to snow, because tt causes her to have that bit
of expenential S-evidence (i e, that expenennal state which
makes P5 true) about which she can formulate behefs

Nevertheless, A is justified in beheving that q only tf A in-
deed beheves that (P4) she is havmg an expenence For P4
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is expenential C- evidence which is true if and only if A be -
heves it For if A does not beheve it, then A is not conscious,
a fact which would render P6, the principal reason suppornng
P4 , false (There may be other reasons for P4 , such as P5 But
P6 is false, then so is P5) This Cartesian fact about conscious-
ness helps to expiam why coherentists would be wrong were
they to assert that, in order to be justified in beheving that q,
one's behef that q need not be based on expenence, but one
need only justifiedly beheve that one's belief that q is based on
expenence For one can't Justifredly beheve that it is based on
expenence unless it is based on expenence 7

Suppose A sees her dog in her house If there aren't any
r's, expenence causes A to be justMed in believing that C l and
that P5 Indeed, expenence doesn't justify A in beheving that
Cl and P5, unless by that one means that it causes A to be
justMed in believing that C1 and P5 But A's expenennal S-
evidence that q causes A to have expenennal C-evidence that
P5 by causmg it to be the case that P5 is true of A Its seemmg
to A that q (or, more generally, A's havmg an expenence) also
causes A to beheve and beheve truly that P4 and P6, or, m other
words, to have S-beliefs without which and without the truth
of the contents of which (i e, the propositions P4 and P6) A
would not be justified in beheving that C1

This is the beginning of the picture of how "a double-aspect
theory, partly causal and partly evaluative, can account for the
role of expenennal evidence" (Haack 1997a, p 8) Expen-
ennalism is the position that A is justified in beheving that q
only A's S-behef that q is parnally caused by expenence A's
S-belief that q is caused by expenence in the case at hand, be-
cause A's expenential S-evidence causes A to beheve that q
by making it true of A that P5, that P4 and that P6 And yet,
the relation between A's expenennal S-evidence and A's behef
that q is a justificatory relanon, as well as causal one, in that
tf P5 and P4 were not true, A could be justified netther rn beheving
them nor, hence, in behevIng that q
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As Haack says, "The role of the causal part of the theory
is to Identity A's S-evidence with respect to q, on the basis of
which A's C-evidence with respect to q will be constructed "8
"Constructed" might seem to be stnctly a causal term And it
might seem that it is impossible for a proposmon to be caused
Hence, we worry about just how expenence, bemg devoid of
proposmonal content, can play a justificatory role But here
we have seen how "Constructed" has logical aspects that are
mseparable from its causal aspects Expenence can cause a
proposinon to be beheved or to be true It causes P6 and P4
to be believed and true, and it causes P5 to be true, as well as,
sometimes, beheved I have argued in a Cartesian way that P4
and P6 must be true and beheved by A in order for A to be jus-
tified in believing that C1 or that C2 Also, I've claimed that
P5 must be true in order for A to be justified in believing that
C2 ThIS is because if P5 is false, then A can't be justified
believmg that P5 And that is because if the S-evidence for
P5 is suffictent to make A jusnfied in beheving that Ps, then
that S-evidence includes expenential S-evidence identical to
that which would make P5 true If A has enough evidence to
believe that it seems to her that there is a dog there, then it
seems to her that there is a dog there The belief that q must
be based on expenence iii order to be jusnfied, because, in or-
der for it to be justified, (a) it must be based causally on the
state descnbed by Ps and logically on P5, and (b) P5 must be
justified and, hence, must be true (which is to say that P5 must
descnbe that state correctly and thereby count as experiential
C-evidence) Expenentialism is thus proved 9

This seems to fill m a bit of the puzzle The preceding para-
graph shows how a state can help to justify (i e, cause to be
justified) a beltef, even though the notion of somethmg devoid
of proposittonal content doing so seemed puzzhng That's one
problem solved by double-aspect foundherentism Also, the
proposinons on the nght side m Figure 1 (P4 and P5 ) are either
the contents of S-behefs or descnptions of expenential states,
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and those S-beliefs and states are caused by expenence Hence,
Figure 1 shows how expenence and reasons cooperate to make
A jusnfied in believing that q, and how reasons support expen-
ennal behefs which seem so "basic" to foundationalists That's
another problem solved by foundherennsm

I hope I have deared up some details I also hope I haven't
gotten foundherentism wrong or merely repeated ideas stated
in Evtdence and Inqutry Yet, one might still worry that expen-
ence seems to have no use for reasons It is too qmck for them
They come after, seerrung to be mere "rationalizations" of a jus-
nfication had In some mystenously brute-causal way It seems
that expenence, as a bnite event, provides me with ali the j us-
nfication I need to beheve that there is a dog here No reasons
are necessary We say, "I know there is a dog there, because I
see it " That is a description of direct, non-inferential knowl-
edge that shows no need for a demonstration of evidence So,
it seems that ali the C-evidence, from P1 to P6, are irrelevant
and effete Therefore, In answer to the question, "How can ex-
penence, a brute event, play a justificatory role, a role which
only reasons can play ?", one might say, "It obviously plays the
only jusnficatory role, and C-evidence plays none " From here
the path to extreme epistemological naturahsm opens up, and
epistemology is handed over to cogrutive scientists

Yet, that obviously can't be nght, smce an event has no
propositional content and thus cannot jusnfy anything If the
study of empincal justificanon could be turned over to the cog-
rutive scientists, then there is no such thing as empincal j us-
tification The solution to the worry is that at the time of the
expenence I can provide (at least to myself, if I am mute) rea-
sons which justify my judgrnent reasons P 1 through P6 If I
couldn't provide P1 through P6, then expenence wouldn't suf-
fice to make me justified in beheving that q 'That is how the
brute event of expenence and the reasons cooperate m causmg
me to be justified In beheving that g
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Notes

1 Haack 1997b and Bonjour 1997 pursue Haack's 1993 cnncism of
coherentism further
2 It may, however, be the case that I offer a more internahst version
of foundherentism than Haack, since I thmk that the degree of A's
jusofication in beheving that q depends solely on A's mental states
(and their causal and logical interrelations), while Haack, I surmise,
thmks it also depends on the causal relations between A's belief and
extra-mental events and objects (For example, see the example of
the blow to the head In Haack 1998, p 290) Whether we mdeed
disagree over internalism (and which degree of internalism is true) Is
a matter to solve later In any event, as Haack says, "No doubt there
could be other versions of foundherennsm differing in details"
(Haack 1998, p 285)
3 In P 1 , "may" means that A would be justified In beheving that q,
smce A would not be epistemically incontment m so beheving I
might as well have said "should" mstead of "may", smce 1 niean "may"
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In the strong sense of "completely justtfied", and one ought to be-
heve what one is completely justified m beheving Thus, "may" and
"should" refer to the same justificatory state, whde "may" pertams to
the quesnon of incontinence, and "should" pertams to whether one
is too caunous in one's behefs I leave out the complication of taking
degrees of behef mm account and proportioning thetr justification to
the supportiveness of the evidence for them
4 Here I leave open the question of whether one must beheve that
one is justified In beliewng that q In order to be justified in beheving
that q IN obably one's fadure to beheve that one is jusnfied ttself
counts as an "r" For such unconfident lack of behef is a sign that
one has made a mistake somewhere in evaluatmg the evidence That
is not to say that how supportive of q the evidence (besides that r) is
depends on how confident one is It doesn't
5 As Haack (1997a, p 8) says, " what set of plopositions con-
stitutes Ius C-evidence with respect to q depends on what states
causally sustatn/mhibit his beheving that q at t As tias last clause
suggests, negative as well as positive evidence is taken into account
fi-orn the beginning " [Here I have used a "q" instead of Haack's "p" 1
6 Here I borrow Haack's notatton "S-beltef", "C-beher, "S-evi-
dence", "C-evidence", etc The dum-teflon is between content-bear-
ing propositions ("C") and the states ("S") of mind and expenence
which maintam them This notanon prevents confusions, such as
supposmg that one's behef can be caused and entad another behef
Instead, we say that one's S-behef can be caused, and one's C-behef
can entad another C-behef
7 See note 9 below
8 Haack 1997b, p 30 [In this quotation I have used a "q" mstead of
the "p" Haack wrote ]
9 One might bring In past expenences here I might wrongly thmk
that I've seen Helsinki and inter some judgment about whether its
streets run in a gnd panem or not Hence, one might say that I
am justihed in believing what I believe about Helsmki's streets, even
though I've never had the expenence I thmk I've had However, here
I would sun need to be using expenences to justify my false behef that
I've had expenences in Helsinki I would have to seem to remember
Helsinki and/or to hear someone tell me that I've seen in Helsinki,
and/or to see a receipt from a Helsinkt hotel in my house, etc So,
justification always regimes a basts m expenence


